
Parshas Vayeitzei 

The Avos and Imahos are examples for us to study and learn from their greatness. When we do 

so, if we take the time to truly try and understand the full scope and breadth of their actions, we 

begin to comprehend, in the limited sense we are able, the full ‘shelaimus’ and perfection of their 

Avodas Hashem – to the nth degree!  

Let’s learn about Rachel’s most famous act of selflessness – when she gave over the ‘simanim’, 

the secret code she and Yaakov had devised, to Leah, so that Leah wouldn’t be embarrassed and 

thrown out by Yaakov. This act was a monumental act of selflessness and caring for another, and 

it was the ultimate zchus which redeemed Klal Yisrael from Galus, and something we still daven 

about till today. The act alone is awe-inspiring and amazing. But in truth, the act itself is only the 

beginning of what Rachel actually did. 

When Yaakov met Rachel the first time it says he told her:  כי אחי אביה הוא – he is the brother of 

her father. He wasn’t Lavan’s brother – he was his nephew. Chazal say this was a conversation 

between them. Yaakov told Rachel he wants to marry her. Rachel replied, my father won’t let it 

happen – Leah is older, and he’ll make you marry her. Yaakov said, don’t worry I can make a deal 

with Lavan. Rachel said, making a deal with Lavan – that’s a bad idea! Yaakov said, ‘I am his 

brother in devious dealings!’ Rachel was aware of Yaakov’s plan to marry her even if Lavan would 

try to make Leah the bride. 

The Gemarah in Megillah says that in the merit of the ‘tznius’ of Rachel she was zocheh to have 

children like Shaul, who was tzanuah, and Esther Hamalkah who was tzanuah. The Ben 

Yehoyadah asks, what kind of tznius did Rachel exhibit? We know she was selfless and caring, 

and kept quiet – but how did she display tznius? The Ben Yehoyadah says an amazing thing. 

Yaakov lived in Lavan’s house for seven years. How was it possible that he couldn’t tell Leah and 

Rachel apart? Even if they were identical, and even if it was dark – once you get to know someone 

for seven years you are able to tell them apart! But the answer is, Rachel already started planning 

for the eventual saving of Leah from embarrassment and she made sure to be scarce whenever 

Yaakov came! Yaakov simply didn’t see her over those years – she was hiding. This was the 

amazing tznius of Rachel. Yaakov sent her gifts over those years according to the medrash, and 



Lavan gave them all to Leah, and Rachel made sure to be elsewhere, so that she was never 

approached by Yaakov. 

The actual giving of the Simanim also is much deeper than we realize. There is a pasuk in the 

parshah, perhaps the most difficult pasuk to understand. When Rachel asks for the flowers that 

Reuven picked, the dudaim, Leah responds with a seemingly angry response: 

אי בני חת גם את דודקחתך את אישי ולקהמעט   

Isn’t it enough that you have taken my husband – and you want to take the flowers of my son?! 

This pasuk is astounding. What kind of chutzpah could Leah have to say this?! Rachel took Leah’s 

husband? It was the opposite – Leah took Rachel’s husband! Another question is, where was her 

hakaras hatov – how could she be so ingrateful to the fact that it was Rachel who had given her 

simanim and handed Yaakov over to her? These are two independent questions, each one more 

difficult than the other. 

The answer to the first question is given by sefer Vayomer Avraham, the son-in-law of Rav 

Ovadyah Yosef, in a brilliant fashion. He quotes a Medrash Tanchumah who says that Yaakov had 

been calling Leah, ‘Rachel’ through the night, and she responded to that name. In the morning, 

he confronted her and said, ‘You are the daughter of a trickster! How could you lie and trick me?’ 

She responded, ‘Are you any different? You answered ‘I am Esav your firstborn,’ when your father 

asked you your name!’  

He explains that this wasn’t a simple tit for tat. There was a deep exchange between them. There 

was a prophecy or Ruach Hakodesh which had predicted that Lavan’s older daughter would be 

wed to Rivka’s older son, and the younger daughter would marry the younger son. Rashi brings 

this down as the reason why Leah was crying. What was Leah davening for? She was davening 

because she heard that Yaakov had purchased the Bechorah from Esav. She therefore davened 

that the true interpretation of the prophecy should be – the one who is rightfully the bechor, 

Yaakov, should marry the older daughter! When it turned out that she would marry Yaakov, she 

took this as a sign from Hashem that she was correct. When Yaakov then addressed her as Rachel, 

she saw that he thought older meant actual age, but in truth she disagreed and it meant bechor, 

so she lied – just as Yaakov had lied to Yitzchak, because in truth he was the bechor not Esav! 



That is what she was telling Yaakov – I lied for the exact same reason you lied! You are in truth 

the older brother who should be marrying me! 

Therefore, sefer Vayomer Avraham says, Leah truly believed she was Yaakov’s rightful wife, and 

Rachel had stolen him away from her! 

Why didn’t Leah realize that Rachel gave her the Simanim? This is a better known pshat that 

many seforim say, including Rav Shalom Shwadron zatzal. The Baalei Hatosfos write that the 

‘simanim’ were the halachos of Challah, Nidah, and Hadlakas Haner. Yaakov taught Rachel the 

halachos a Jewish woman needs to know! The night of Chasanah was going to be a bechinah. 

Rachel taught them to Leah nonchalantly, as if she was just sharing important information, after 

all, she’s becoming a Jewish woman, she needs to know how. Leah never realized Rachel was 

giving her the simanim. 

If you think about the implications of this, it is amazing. Not only did Rachel give up her husband 

to Leah, but she gave him up to someone who would never acknowledge that he was truly 

Rachel’s – her service would never be recognized. If you have ever been involved in a fight or 

disagreement, or have heard from people involved, people get the most angered by the fact that 

the other person thinks he’s right. ‘How can he think he’s right! I would be able to handle it if the 

person would admit he’s wrong but is stealing from me anyways, but he’s claiming he’s entitled! 

What chutzpah!’ Yet here, Rachel who had worked for seven years, from the moment she knew 

Yaakov Avinu, to save Leah from embarrassment, did it with the full knowledge that Leah thought 

she was the right one, she was the one wronged in this process, and would never acknowledge 

that rightfully Rachel was the entitled one, who had given up everything for Leah’s sake! 

So this act of selflessness that Rachel did, truly encompassed her whole life. It was done with a 

degree of Shelaimus, of totality that is almost impossible to comprehend. From the moment she 

met Yaakov she was already acting with great self-control, avoiding Yaakov and making sure he 

wouldn’t be able to identify her. Then, she teaches Leah the simanim, knowing that Leah will 

never know or acknowledge what she just did, and not only that, but Leah will forever resent her 

as the one who stole her husband! (Truth is, Rachel didn’t even know if Yaakov would marry her 



or not – she was the sister.) Her whole life, she remained silent and never told Leah the truth, 

although Leah remained with this seeming resentment, even to the point of expressing it to her! 

This is the degree of perfection of an action that the Imahos had. 

The power of this middah, to be silent and selfless, to be ‘mevater,’ giving in and giving up, comes 

from a tremendous level of trust in Hashem. Essentially, being silent means you are saying, ‘I will 

not get involved. I am leaving this totally up to Hashem to determine and guide – I will not take 

action and force my will.’ This goes against our grain – it is the most difficult thing to do. We 

naturally stand up for ourselves and claim what is rightfully ours, at any cost to others. But the 

true maamin steps aside and allows Hashem to openly control his or her fate – that was the 

midah of Rachel. 

There’s a number of wonderful stories that demonstrate that you don’t lose by being mevater. 

One such story took place in a little town called Poriah, near Tzefas. There was a fellow who had 

an only daughter, and his wife hadn’t had children for a number of years. He wanted to purchase 

maftir Yonah which is a segulah to having children. He started bidding on it, and soon was bidding 

against the Rav of the Kehillah. The bidding was going higher and higher, and eventually the Rav 

took his aside and told him, ‘Why are you paying so much for this? Because you want the segulah 

to have children? I am bidding on behalf of someone who has no children. You have a daughter, 

be mevater, and allow this fellow to get it.’ 

The man thought about it and chose to be mevater. The following year, the person who ended 

up purchasing maftir Yonah was blessed with a baby girl. The man who had been mevater was 

blessed with twins! 


